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Did you come across various articles about blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies lately?
How to actually do your own study•magic internet money” Where to find reliable sources• Or do
you individually know people who made a lot of money trading with cryptocurrencies? Did you

consider: " A Step-by-step guide on how to register your very own ENS-address on the Ethereum
blockchain• What did they do right?If this is you, then look no further.Part 3 will make you a

genuine grasp of cryptocurrencies! “From Zero to Crypto” You'll get to know the most common
errors people make when dealing with cryptocurrencies and how to prevent them as well as best

practices you should follow.This is what you'll get:For beginners: • Explanations of the basic
principles of blockchain technology• Summary of current and potential make use of situations

of cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology• A Step-by-step guideline on how to create your
very own wallet and actually get started• Sending and getting cryptocurrencies and selecting the

most appropriate exchange• Create and develop your own investment technique to make
rational instead of emotional investment decisions••-thing is approximately? Do you ask

yourself what this whole “ How exactly to evaluate critical elements when assessing potential
expense opportunities• Basic security measures in order to avoid the most common errors and
scamsFor (potential) investors:• How to invest in ICO´s (preliminary coin offerings) to get into

projects before the hype begins• It is probably the most valuable component of this book since
both beginners and experts will advantage a lot from the data presented here. Common

mistakes and scams•How could they know? How to use Etherscan.specialists” Our exclusive list
of important websites to become a step forward of everyone else!We start by explaining the

essential concepts and terms used in the crypto community. You may use this knowledge to be
two measures ahead of everybody else and base your purchase decisions on that. You will get
to know where you can find reasonable, high-quality resources and how to gather necessary

data on projects. You can experience the feeling of in fact OWNING your money.Part two
focuses on making successful expenditure decisions! We consider you by the hand with an in-
depth guidebook on how to set up and protected your own private wallet.. By using this reserve
you will proceed from Zero to Crypto very quickly. covers everything it requires to be an expert
with cryptocurrencies. How to differentiate between significant tasks and scamsFor advanced

users:• These topics are covered:• Use Cases: Find out about different business sectors will
benefit the most from blockchain technology. Beginners could have an easy period following

the rest of the publication after reading the first part.• Best practices when dealing with
cryptocurrencies• Do your own Study! You will get first-hand advice on how to be considered a

successful investor within the realm of cryptocurrencies.io to gather important info of the
current state of the Ethereum blockchain• and “gurus” who recommend the “next big thing” We

demonstrate the principles used by the most experienced investors and in addition compared to
that we will guide you to make your own personal investment strategy to reach your individual
goals! We will show you how you can find quality sources for your research to help you being

one stage ahead. Expert knowledge collected from our top-level network of traders from all over
the globe in addition to our very own 10+ years of experience• Become familiar with the

principles of the experts. Why this book:• Combined 10 years+ encounter within the marketplace



of cryptocurrencies.• Exclusive understanding from our wide network, which includes top-level
investors, designers and traders from Europe, USA and China.• A lot of people trust self-

proclaimed “• The very first time all those topics have already been summarized in one book
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